1. SUMMARY: IN A LONG MEETING OCTOBER 17, MEA PERMANENT
SECRETARY JOE IYALLA DETAILED A LONG LIST OF ALLEGEDLY CAL-
CULATED AMERICAN ATTEMPTS TO DOWNGRADE NIGERIA. HE COVERED
THE WATERFRONT, FROM THE MOJEKWU CASE TO THE JULY MURDER OF
A NIGERIAN IN LOS ANGELES. IT ALL ADDS UP TO A PATTERN OF
AMERICAN INDIFFERENCE AND PENCHANT TO TAKE NIGERIA FOR GRAN
TED MEETING NOT UNPLEASANT AND SERVED USEFUL PURPOSE OF PERMI-
TTING HIM TO UNLOAD. WE NEED EXPLANATIONS BUT SHOULD NOT EX-
PECT TO TURN THE TIDE VERY QUICKLY. MOJEKWU LIKELY TO BE
GENUINE IRRITANT AS LONG AS HE REMAINS IN THE UNITED STATES.
IYALLA QUITE CAPABLE OF TRANSFERRING HIS PASSIONATELY HELD
CONVICTIONS TO OTHERS.

2. YESTERDAY I CONFERRED IN THE MEA WITH PERMANENT SECRETARY
IYALLA FOR APPROXIMATELY THREE HOURS AT HIS REQUEST. HE
STATED THAT HE WANTED TO REVIEW THE BIDDING AND PROCEEDED
TO REVEAL THAT, BY HIS RECKONING, HE HAD DEALT HIMSELF EVERY
TRUMP IN THE DECK BUT HOPED THAT WE COULD HAVE A FRIENDLY
GAME. INDEED, HIS THEME AND MANNER WERE MARKED BY FRIENDSHIP
FOR "FRIENDS MUST REMOVE ISOLATED IRRITANTS BEFORE THEY GROW
INTO 'MALIGNANCY.'" HE DID NOT WISH TO DWELL ON SEMANTICS,
BUT REALLY "IRRITANT" WAS USED ONLY BECAUSE HE, A NATIVE
IJAW SPEAKER, DID NOT HAVE THE ENGLISH NECESSARY TO DESCRIBE
"The seemingly deliberate American attempts to take Nigeria for granted and to create anti-Nigerian feeling in the United States." I told him that I was relieved that he added "in the United States" for I could certainly think of no "irritants" in Nigeria that would fit his preliminary description. He assured me that before he finished he would point out a few in Nigeria, too, but that his main concern was with the manner in which Nigeria was being ignored in the United States. This seemed strange to me. In the light of the recent amicable meeting between Secretary Rogers and Commissioner Arikpo, he knew all about this meeting at a high level but wanted to descend to a lower level "where the mundane matters that really concern nations are important." I replied that I never like to descend but that his initial sparring was like the penultimate chapter in a book of fiction and that I could hardly wait for the denouement. He smiled and promised "to move to reality," into which he immediately descended.

3. First, there is the Mojekwu matter. This is an old story, he knew, but it is resurfacing, "even at the highest level," because the FMG now has incontestable evidence that Mojekwu is influencing individual Ibo's in the US, at a time when the FMG thought that these ex-rebels had become reconciled. Mojekwu outsmarts our authorities by not agitating publicly, but the damage is just as great. Our "unnecessary decision" to admit him was bad enough, especially since by doing so we had rejected a special request from the Head of State, but unless he has left within the last few days we have compounded our "original sin" by outright reneging on a promise to expel him one year from February, 1971, when the visa was granted. He realized that we cited June, 1971, at the date of entry, but the effective date of granting the visa was February. Still, even if he accepts our date, we have failed to expel him. Why? This man was living in comfort in Portugal, our enemy, but it is intolerable that he is permitted to dwell among assumed friends in the US. He assured me that "this travesty of American concern for an innocent visa applicant" was being discussed in the Island Club by ordinary Nigerians but also in Dodan Barracks.

4. He pleaded that I not respond to his individual examples but that I should concentrate on "the whole pattern of
AMERICAN INDIFFERENCE." Thus, he apologized for moving on to point two, "Which is the matter of Commissioner Dikko's shabby treatment at Dulles Airport, the scene of innumerable indignities to high level Nigerian visitors, to my personal knowledge." Now, Commissioner Dikko is a saintly, gentle man who has a reputation for never complaining, but even he "thought this" downright shabby treatment, I must tell you to the attention of the Federal Executive Council." I apologized for breaking his ground rule, but observed that I had talked with the commissioner at least twice immediately after his return from Washington and had received nothing but expression of unlimited praise. "Oh, you must realize that the commissioner is so kind. He would never tell you, but he certainly told us, including General Gowon, who was dismayed and was verging on ordering similar treatment for American at Ikeja until I intervened." I persisted that obviously retaliation without offering any opportunity for correcting alleged wrongs would have been, "to use your favorite word, a Nigerian travesty." Further, Dikko traveled in May, and you have waited six months before mentioning the problem and even now generalize about "shabby treatment," which is uncorrectable because undefinable. He could be specific: poor, old man made to carry his own bags because Nigerian Embassy personnel could not reach him "beyond your barriers," and repeatedly "made to queue up like all ordinary passengers."

5. Then there is the case of Nazif Mohammed, a duly accredited member of the Nigerian Embassy Staff in Washington, a recognized diplomat, who in July, 1972, was "manhandled by the Washington
POLICE. "HE REALIZES THAT INDIVIDUAL POLICE OFFICERS CAN GET OUT OF HAND, "ESPECIALLY IN A PLACE LIKE WASHINGTON." WHAT PUZZLES HIM "AND OTHER AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL" IS THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE WILL NOT EVEN ANSWER OUR FORMAL PROTESTS, MADE ORALLY AND SUBMITTED IN WRITING ON AUGUST 2, 1972. "TODAY IS OCTOBER 17, AND WE STILL AWAIT AN ANSWER." HE GAVE ME A COPY OF HIS EMBASSY'S NOTE WITH "REFERENCE NO. DXI/1," WHICH DOES DETAIL A STIFF PROTEST.

6. STILL WORSE, IN IYALLA'S OPINION BUT "NOT IF THAT OF SOME OF MY HIGH LEVEL COLLEAGUES, WHO WILL NEVER GET OVER THE MOJEKWU MATTER," IS THE CASE OF MRS. LILY SMITH, AN AMERICAN LADY WHO PICKETED OUR EMBASSY "FOR THREE OR FOUR DAYS," SPLASHED OUR WALL WITH RED PAINT, AND PAINTED "SURLIOUS, ANTI-NIGERIAN REMARKS ON OUR OWN PROPERTY." MRS. SMITH SEEMED TO THE EMBASSY STAFF TO BE DEMENTED AND SHOULD BE PITIED AND FORGIVEN. WHAT HE CAN NOT FORGIVE IS THE "TOTAL FAILURE OF THE WASHINGTON POLICE, THE EXECUTIVE PROTECTIVE AGENCY, AND THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE TO ANSWER OUR DESPERATE PLEAS FOR PERIOD OF THREE OR FOUR DAYS. YOU CAN BE SURE THAT WE WOULD ANSWER YOUR PLEAS AT YOUR EMBASSY HERE, FOR WE RECOGNIZE IT AS OUR DUTY TO PROTECT FOREIGN ESTABLISHMENTS."
7. THE PATTERN OF INDIFFERENCE CONTINUES TO UNFOLD, HE OBSERVED, FOR ALSO IN JULY, 1972, ONE DR. ADIGUN, A DECENT, UPSTANDING NIGERIAN CITIZEN, WAS MURDERED IN COLD BLOOD AND IN VERY SUSPICIOUS CIRCUMSTANCES IN LOS ANGELES. FOR A LONG PERIOD THE NIGERIAN EMBASSY WAS NOT EVEN NOTIFIED. USING ITS OWN MEANS, THE EMBASSY FINALLY LEARNED OF THIS DESPICABLE ACT, PROTESTED TO THE DEPARTMENT, AND WAS ROUTINELY PROMISED AN INVESTIGATION BY THE FBI. TO DATE THERE HAS BEEN NO FURTHER RESPONSE FROM THE DEPARTMENT, "WHICH IS NOT THE WAY ONE TREATS FRIENDS." DR. ADIGUN IS WELL CONNECTED IN NIGERIA, AND HIS FRIENDS AND RELATIVES HAVE "PROTESTED TO THE HIGHEST LEVEL... I MUST TELL YOU THESE THINGS ARE DISCUSSED AT THE ISLAND CLUB AND AT ODAN BARRAKS."

8. HE COULD REPEAT "NUMEROUS OTHER EXAMPLES THAT FORM A PATTERN, A PATTERN OF SOMETHING CLOSE TO CONTEMPT FOR NIGERIAN," BUT HE WANTED TO RUSH ON TO A FEW PROBLEMS HERE IN NIGERIA. FOREMOST THE "MOST SERIOUS" IS THE JURA CASE (REPORTED IN SEPTEL).

9. THE PERMANENT SECRETARY IS ALSO DISTURBED ABOUT "FREEDOM OF THE PRESS SEMINARS CONDUCTED BY YOUR USIS PEOPLE HERE." HE Doubted THAT THERE IS ANY PROBLEM BUT HAD RECEIVED MANY COMPLAINTS FROM "PEOPLE WHO ARE CONCERNED." ALL HE WANTED NOW WAS FOR "YOUR PEOPLE TO GET TOGETHER WITH MY PEOPLE, LET US UNDERSTAND WHAT YOU DO, AND WE WILL EXPLAIN THE TOLERABLE LIMITS OF SUCH SEMINARS."

10. THEN, THERE IS THE CASE OF A RECENT VISIT BY A HIGH-LEVEL EVEN DISTINGUISHED AMERICAN POLITICO-BUSINESS GROUP, WHO CAME HERE... AND IN "TYPICAL AMERICAN FASHION" WANTED TO RUSH IN AND TALK WITH THE HEAD OF STATE AND SEAL A DEAL ON THE SPOT. "I THINK WE GOT THEM STRAIGHT, AND THEY NOW REALIZE THAT NIGERIA IS NOT ONE OF YOUR BANANA REPUBLICS." I ASKED WHETHER HE THOUGHT THE USG WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE GAFFES OF EVERY VISITOR. NO, HE DID NOT, AND ONLY CITED THIS VISIT AS AN EXAMPLE OF "HOW AMERICANS TAKE NIGERIA FOR GRANTED AND DOWGRADe US WHENEVER THEY CAN." (CF. MY LETTER TO FOLEY DATE SEPTEMBER 17.)

11. FINALLY, HE REALIZED THAT THE PROPER PLACE FOR DISCUSSING
MOST OF THESE PROBLEMS IS WASHINGTON, WHICH HIS EMBASSY HAD DONE TO NO AVAIL. HE WAS NOT INTERESTED IN THESE "AFFRONTS" IN ISOLATION, WHAT HE WANTED ME TO UNDERSTAND IS "THE PATTERN, THE CALCULATED TREND OF DOWNGRADING NIGERIA." I SHOULD ALSO KNOW THAT "THIS PATTERN, THIS TREND" IS NOT NEW; HE HAD WATCHED IT DEVELOP AND BECOME WELL ESTABLISHED THROUGHOUT HIS TOUR IN WASHINGTON. THE BIG Difference NOW IS THAT OTHER FMG OFFICIALS, "EVEN POOR DR. DIKKO," ARE BECOMING CONVINCED OF "A PATTERN, A TREND" WHICH IYALLA NEVER DOUBTED IN THE FIRST PLACE. A FRIEND OF THE UNITED STATES, THE PERMANENT SECRETARY WISHED "TO ARREST THE GROWTH OF THIS MALIGNANCY BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE FOR BOTH OF OUR COUNTRIES."

12. IN MY RESPONSE, I BEGAN BY EXPRESSING APPRECIATION FOR HIS FINALLY BRINGING TO MY ATTENTION MATTERS THAT HAD OBVIOUSLY BEEN DISTURBING HIM FOR A LONG PERIOD. INDEED, I WONDERED WHY HE HAD WAITED SO LONG, ESPECIALLY SINCE I HAD TALKED WITH HIM MANY TIMES SINCE HCP RETURN IN MAY. HE HAD BEEN TOO BUSY REORGANIZING THE MINISTRY, HE SAID, BUT MORE IMPORTANT HE WANTED TO "COLLECT THE ELEMENTS OF THE PATTERN." I TOLD HIM THAT IN MY JUDGMENT IT WAS LITTLE SHORT OF "NONSENSE" TO TALK
ABOUT "YOUR PATTERNS AND TRENDS." I WAS WILLING TO BELIEVE THAT CONSIDERABLE MISUNDERSTANDING HAD ARISEN FOR REASONS THAT I WOULD NOT EXPLAIN BUT THAT I WAS SURPRISED THAT HIS EXTENDED STAY IN THE UNITED STATES HAD NOT DEMONSTRATED THAT THERE ARE NO CULTURAL GROUNDS FOR "YOUR PATTERNS": WE ARE MUCH TOO DIRECT TO BUILD THE KIND OF PATTERNS THAT YOU ARE SEEING. "FRANKLY," I SAID, "YOUR CASE WOULD BE FAR MORE CONVINCING IF YOU WERE CHARGING IMPETUOUS ACTIONS RATHER THAN STUDIED, DELIBERATE, PARANOIA-LADED LITTLE INSULTS." TO ASSIGN PLAUSIBILITY TO HIS ARGUMENT, ONE WOULD NEED TO "SEE LITTLE MEN IN DARK CORNERS STUDYING WAYS TO INSULT NIGERIA." ANY AMBASSADOR WHO HAD STAYED IN WASHINGTON AS LONG AS HE SHOULD KNOW THAT TO MOVE FROM DIKKO TO LILY SMITH TO A LOS ANGELES MURDER IS A PATTERN CALLED FOR INGENUITY FOR BETTER EMPLOYED IN DEALING WITH FOREIGN POLICY AND MILITARY PROBLEMS GREATER THAN ANY NIGERIA HAD PRESENTED DURING THE PERIOD HE HAD DISCUSSED. I ACKNOWLEDGED THAT BEFORE THIS MEETING I HAD NEVER HEARD OF THE DIKKO CASE, OF LILY SMITH, AND NAZIF MOHAMMED, WHILE HIS BEST CHANNEL FOR QUICK CORRECTION OF OBVIOUS MISUNDERSTANDING IS HIS EMBASSY IN WASHINGTON, I WOULD REPORT HIS VIEWS AND SEEK A RESPONSE. I, OF COURSE, KNEW OF THE MOJEKWU PROBLEM BUT WAS UNWILLING TO SPECULATE BEYOND THE INFORMATION COVEYED BY
MR. FOLEY IN MAY, 1972. I REGRETTED THE TRAGIC DEATH OF
DR. ADIGUN AND WAS FAMILIAR WITH HIS EMBASSY REQUEST FOR
AN INVESTIGATION, THE RESULTS OF WHICH I WAS CERTAIN HE
WOULD SOON HAVE. I RECALLED THAT "SOON" WOULD NOT COVER
THE FLASE OF TIME SINCE JULY, AND HE MAY BE USING ONE OF
HIS TRUMPS QUITE WELL WITH THIS RETORT. As FOR THE USIS
SEMINARS, HIS REPORTS ARE THE EXACT OPPOSITE OF MINE, FOR
WE HAVE BEEN REQUESTED TO CONDUCT FAR MORE THAN WE CAN
ARRANGE. I AGREED THAT SOME VISITING AMERICANS EXHIBIT
TACTLESSNESS BUT ARGUED THAT THEIR REGRETTABLE CLUMSINESS
HAD NO CONNECTION WITH HIS "PATTERNS."

13. COMMENT: SUCH ARE THE PEREGRINATIONS OF A FRIEND
DETERMINED, AS HE PUT IT, TO HELP AMERICA HELP HERSELF.
HOWEVER, IYALLA TODAY WAS NEITHER AN IRASCIBLE B.A. CLARK
NOT AN UNINFORMED LARRY FEBUNMI, PRESENT IN HIS MANNER
WAS THE USUAL FEIGNED REGRET TO TALK ABOUT PROBLEMS AND
THE EQUALLY FEIGNED DESIRE TO BE REASONABLE IN PURSUIT OF
A MUTUAL GOAL. HOWEVER, HE WAS NOT DISAGREEABLE. HE SEEMED
GENUINELY CERTAIN THAT HE WAS PRESENTING CAREFULLY SELECTED
EXAMPLES THAT CAN NOT BE SATISFACTORILY ANSWERED. Thus, HE
HAS HEARD OUR MOJEKWU EXPLANATIONS BUT REJECTS THEM BEFORE
WE SPEAK, THOUGH THIS TIME HE ADDS "EVIDENCE" THE THE
FORMER BIAFRAIN IS DOING EXACTLY WHAT IYALLA SAID WOULD
HAPPEN AND THE WE ASSURED HIM WOULD NEVER BE TOLERATED.
I AM CERTAIN THAT SOMETHING WENT WRONG DURING THE DIKKO
STORY. DIKKO IS FAR FROM THE SAINT THE IYALLA PORTRAY,
BUT HE IS A MILD MAN WHO APPARENTLY HAS CREATED QUITE A
RUINUS HERE. IYALLA MULTIPLIES DIKKO'S EXPERIENCE SEVERAL
FOLD, ASSURING THAT IT ESCALATES BEYOND THE IRRITANT LEVEL.

14. I CAN GIVE NO ASSESSMENT OF THE OTHER WASHINGTO
PROBLEMS, BUT EITHER HIS EMBASSY REPORTING HAS BROKEN DOWN,
OR WE WOULD SEEM TO HAVE BEEN RATHER SLOW IN RESPONDING TO
PROTESTS. HE FLATLY ASSERTS AND REPEATS THAT HE SIMPLY
CAN NOT GET ANSWERS.

15. THE REFERENCE TO THE SEMINARS IS PRETTY CLEAR. WHILE
TALKS BEFORE THE PRESS HAVE NOT EMPHASIZED PRESS FREEDOM,
HE OBVIOUSLY WANTS TO MAKE IT CLEAR THAT THERE CAN BE NO
REFERENCE TO THE SUBJECT. YET HE CHOSE NOT TO MAKE HIS
POINT TODAY AND BELIEVES THAT BY INDIRECTIONS HE CAN HAVE
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OTHER ACHIEVE THIS END.

16. SINCE IYALLA'S RETURN IN MAY, I HAVE NEVER DOUBTED THAT SOMETHING WAS IN HIS CRAW. THERE IS NO REASON TO BELIEVE THAT TODAY'S RECURCITATION LEAVES HIM EMPTY, BUT IT'S GOOD TO HAVE WHAT I OBTAINED. CLEARLY WE WILL NEED SOME ANSWERS TO WHAT I GOT TODAY. THE ONE THAT WILL HELP MOST IS RESPONSIVENESS TO THE MOJEKWU CASE. I KNOW ALL OF THE DIFFICULTIES PREVIOUSLY CITED, BUT WE ARE WASTING OUR TIME REPEATING THEM TO THE NIGERIANS. AS LONG AS MOJEKWU STAYS IN THE UNITED STATES, WE WILL HAVE A GENUINE "IRRITANT" ON OUR HANDS.

17. IN LEAVING IYALLA, I URGED THAT HE NOT WAIT ANOTHER SIX MONTHS BEFORE UNLOADING; HE PROMISED THAT HE WOULD NOT. I VAINLY TRIED TO SUMMARIZE THE MEETING BY OBSERVING THAT IN TENNESSEE WE WOULD CHARACTERIZE HIS COMPLAINTS, AT BEST, AS "MISUNDERSTANDINGS" OR "ABERRATIONS." HE WOULD HAVE NONE OF THAT, NOTING THAT IJAW IS NOT NEARLY AS RICH AS TENNESSEE ENGLISH BUT THAT IN HIS LANGUAGE THEY HAVE A WORD THAT CAN BE ROUGHLY TRANSLATED AS "SHAFTING." SHINING THROUGH HIS WIT IS FAIRLY ACCURATE SUMMARY OF THIS WHOLE DEMARCHE: HE SINCERELY BELIEVES HIS "SHAFTING" AND "PATTERNS" THESIS, AND UNFORTUNATELY HE HAS THE CAPABILITY OF CONVINCING OTHERS, "AT THE HIGHEST LEVEL," AS HE FONDLY REITERATES.
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